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0. Introduction 

0.1.  General information 
 
This is a tentative statement of the phonology essentials of the Bargam 
language, a non-Austronesian language of the Trans New Guinea phylum and 
the Adelbert Range Super-Stock. It is classified by Z'graggen (1975) as 
a stock-level isolate within the Madang-Adelbert Range sub-phylum and 
given the name Mugil.  Since Mugil is simply the name of a large 
Catholic plantation, clinic and church complex, and since the people 
refer to themselves as Bargam, as reflected in the name of the local 
government council area Sumgilbar, the name Bargam is to be preferred 
over Mugil.  The language group is located on the North Coast Road of 
the Madang Province about sixty kilometers north of Madang.  Bargam 
speakers number about 4000. 
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The data here presented represents the language primarily as it is 
spoken by the inhabitants of Wasabamal village and was collected over a 
period of twenty-eight months residence there over the period April, 
1983 to January, 1988.  This analysis is based on a dictionary of 
approximately 1700 entries, not counting permutations of verb forms, 
etc.  
 
Although the theoretical framework within which this analysis was done 
is tagmemic, little use has been made of formulas and tagmemic 
terminology.  My main goal has been to describe as clearly as possible 
in prose the basic phonological structures and processes of the Bargam 
language.  Insights from generative phonology have been used in 
describing the phonological and morpho-phonological processes at work in 
the Bargam sound system. 
 
I would like to express my appreciation to John Clifton, SIL phonology 
consultant, for his encouragement and his valuable comments during the 
writing of this paper. I would also like to thank Joseph Nuwayme for his 
encouragement and help in learning Bargam and his willingness to work 
with me on the analysis of his language. 

0.2  Abbreviations 
 
+  morpheme boundary  
$  syllable boundary  
#  word boundary  
p syllable  
.  within slashes or brackets indicates syllable breaks  
[ ]  phonetic representation  
/ /  phonemic representation  
' '  English gloss  
C  consonant  
V  vowel  
s  singular  
p  plural  
h  aspiration  
U, I  phonetic glides  
rd  round  
Pa  past tense  
P  present tense  
n1  non-first person  
LOC  locative  
DES  desiderative  
_ alpha (same value)  
 ̀ beta (same value)  
str  stress  
'  primary stress 
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0.3.  Rules 
 
The following is a brief summary of the rules presented in this paper. 
 
Consonant degemination rule (C-DEG) 
 
  C        -> ∅ / __ +  C 
  _ features             _ features 
 
Contraction rule (CON) 
 
  V -> ∅ / V     C __ C + /-ib/ 
           +str 
                                                  

V     (C) # C __ CV             
+str 

 
Glottal stop insertion rule (GSI) 
 
  ∅  ->  /  / V # __ # V 
 
Nasal assimilation rule (N-AS) 
 
   C     ->  [+back] / __ C 
   +nasal                 +back 
   -back 
 
Non-1st person vowel change (N-1V) 
 
  e -> a / __ C #  
 
Vowel assimilation rule (V-AS) 
 
   V   -> [+rd]  /  C __ + C 
   +hi                     +rd 
   -rd 
                    C   + __ C 
                    +lab 
 
 Vowel deletion rule (V-DL) 
 
  -V -> ∅ / V + /__b/ (locative suffix /-Vb/) 
 
 Vowel epenthesis rule (V-E) 
 
   ∅ -> V      / $ C __ C     V 
        _ft             +con  _ft 
        l̀o                   l̀o 
        -mid 
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 Vowel-laxing rule 1  (V-LAX1) 
 
  i  ->  I /  __  C      {C 
                 +nasal  #} 
 
 Vowel-laxing rule 2  (V-LAX2) 
 
   e  ->  E / __ C {C 
                    #}               
 
 w-deletion rule (W-DL) 
 
  /w/ -> ∅ / C+ __un +  
 

1.  Phonemes 

1.1.  Work charts 

1.1.1.  Consonants 
 
           labial    alveolar    velar    glottal 
 
stop  vl.    p          t          k         / 
      vd.    b          d          g 
fric. vl.    f          s                    h 
      vd.               z                              
nasal        m          n          N 
                      [n, N] 
lateral                 l  
flap                    r 
                      [r, R] 
semi- 
 vowels      w                     y  
 

1.1.2.  Vowels 
 
             front            back 
 
high           i               u 
             [i, I] 
mid            e               o 
             [e, E] 
low            a   
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1.2.  Interpretation 
 
This section deals with the analysis and interpretation of ambiguous 
segments and sequences.  The discussion begins by examining the evidence 
for the phonemic status of /w/ and /y/ from a variety of sources and 
then an interpretation of the segments [I] and [U] is given.  Following 
this labialized consonants and word-initial consonant clusters are 
discussed and the section concludes with evidences for the consonantal 
status of the glottal stop ///. 

1.2.1.  Preliminary considerations: the evidence for the phonemic status of the semi-
vowels /w/ and /y/ in the Bargam language 
 
The following evidence in 1.2.1.1 assumes a theoretical model of the 
syllable which posits a segmental level, which contains the phonetic 
segments, a CV level at which the values consonant (C) and vowel (V) are 
assigned to each segment, and a syllable level at which each syllable is 
delimited on the basis of the number of Vs (nuclei) in the string.  
Syllable margins are connected to a nucleus to the left first, as far as 
the structural constraints of the language will allow, and then to the 
right as necessary.  Below is a diagram of this three-tiered model. 
 
syllabic                  p   p�
                         /|  /| \ 
CV                      C V C V C 
                        | | | | | 
segmental               k u r e k 
 

1.2.1.1.  Non-predictability of the CV nature of identical (or analogous) strings of segments 
 
Given certain identical strings or partial strings of phonetic segments 
it is not always possible to predict a priori which segment will be 
assigned the value C and which must be assigned the value V.  Below are 
several examples of such strings. 
 
a.            p                      p     p   p�
             /| \                    |  / /|  /| \ 
           C  V  C                   V C C V C V C 
           |  |  |                   | | | | | | | 
           m  u  i                   a k u i z i n 
           [muy]                     [a'kwizin]  
 
b.           p   p                       p     p�
            /|  /| \                    /|  / /| \ 
           C V C V C                   C V C C V C 
           | | | | |                   | | | | | | 
           t a t u i                   t a t u i t 
           [tatuy]                     [tatwit] 
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c.         p   p                        p   p�
           |  /| \                     /|  /| \ 
           V C V C                    C V C V C 
           | | | |                    | | | | | 
           u i a n                    u i i a n 
           [uyan]                     [wiyan] 
 
d.           p                          p p�
            /| \                       /| | \ 
           C V C                      C V V C 
           | | |                      | | | | 
           i a u                      i a u u 
           [yaw]                      [ya'uw] 
 
e.            p                         p p�
             /| \                      /| | \ 
            C V C                     C V V C 
            | | |                     | | | | 
            t a i                     t a i i 
            [tay]                    [ta'iy] 
 
The non-predictability of certain segments as to their CV nature 
indicates that there is a phonemic contrast between /i/ and /y/ and /u/ 
and /w/. 
 

1.2.1.2.  Morphological conditioning of verb stems ending in /// 

Past tense forms of verb stems ending in /// are suffixed with the 
following person/number morphemes: 
 
a.                 sing.           plural 
 
   1st              -I               -U 
   non-1st          -m               -iy 
 
 Using the verb stem /wa// 'get' as the base form, the past tense 
paradigm of this verb includes the following forms: 
 
b.                 sing.           plural 
 
   1s              [waI]           [waU] 
   non-1st         [wam]           [wa/iy] 
 
A comparison of the unambiguous non-1st person forms indicates that the 
glottal stop of the stem drops out before the addition of a consonantal 
suffix and is retained with the addition of a vocalic suffix.  By 
comparison with these unambiguous forms, the ambiguous suffixes [I] and 
[U] are seen to condition the ellision of the /// in this type of verb 
stem as the consonantal suffix /-m/ does, rather than as the vocalic 
suffix /-iy/ does.  Thus it can be said, at least, that the segments [I] 
and [U] function as consonantal suffixes within this system of verbal 
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suffixes.  This is further indication that these ambiguous segments 
should be interpreted as the semi-vowels [y] and [w]. 
 

1.2.1.3.  The phonetic nature of word-initial vowels 
 
All word-initial vowels in Bargam are preglottalized. This 
preglottalization of word-initial vowels is a purely phonetic 
phenomenon.  Thus there is no phonemic contrast  word-initially between 
vowels which are preglottalized and  those which are not.  This fact 
becomes especially significant when one considers the following pair of 
lexemes: [/UaI] 'I cut' and [UaI] 'I got'.  Each of these words is one 
mora in length, and contains the identical string [UaI]. Only the word-
initial /// enables the hearer to distinguish between the two (for this 
discussion the identity of the segment [I] is of no concern).  While the 
initial sequence of [/UaI] 'I cut' is capable of at least two 
interpretations (/// + /w/ or preglottalized /u/), the [U] of [UaI] 'I 
got' does not have as many possible interpretive options.  If the [U] of 
[UaI] is underlyingly a /u/ then one would expect it to be preglottalized 
like other word-initial vowels.  That such a string is phonetically 
possible is evidenced by the other word [/UaI] 'I cut'.  Since it is not 
preglottalized,  one is forced to interpret the [U] of [UaI] as 
underlyingly  the phoneme /w/. 
 

1.2.1.4.  Distribution of [I] and [U] in ambiguous sequences 
 
The matrix below illustrates all of the vowel - glide combinations which 
have been observed in Bargam. 
 
a.     i  e  a  o  u         i     u 
   i   ii ie ia io iu       iai   iau 
   e   ei       eo eu 
   a   ai       ao au 
   o   oi          ou 
   u   ui ue ua uo uu       uai   uau 
 
The sequences [ao] and [eo] are very rare, there being only one example 
of each in the data. 
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Below is a chart showing the distribution patterns of these sequences. 
 
           #__     V__     stop__   C__     __#     __C 
 
b. Ii              'ayin                    iyiy    'ayin     
   Ie      yedum   kaye/                                yes     
   Ia      yawal   haya/                       ya     ayan     
   Io      yobam   ayon                              ayon     
   Iu      yubkol  ayun                              ayun     
 
      Ui      wilik   kuwis   tatwit   swit            wit     
   Ue      wesi/   awewe/  kwekwe                   wel     
   Ua      wagam   sawan   gwal             nawa    yawal     
   Uo      woleh   kawok   bwol             yowo    wol     
   Uu              i'lawun                          i'lawun 
 
c. iI              ta'iy   tiy      kaliliy tiy 
   eI                      titey    liley   kutey 
   aI      *ay/ay          tay      say     tay     kayt 
   oI      *'oynan         'kiyakoy kaliloy daloy   Aloys 
   uI      *uy             tatuy    muy     luy 
   iU                      tiw              tiw 
   eU                      gew      new     new 
   aU      *aw             naw      waw     saw     gawn 
   oU                      kow      sisow   sisow 
   uU              ya'uw   kuw      yu/uwun kuw 
 
*As mentioned in section 1.2.1.3 above, these forms are phonetically 
[#(/)...]. 
 
The above chart shows several limitations on the distribution of these 
vowel sequences.  The sequence IV never occurs following a consonant and 
UV only occurs after stops and /s/ (one example which may be 
onomatopoetic). The sequences [aI], [aU], are the only sequences of the 
VI or VU type which occur within a closed syllable (Aloys is the only 
example of [oI] in a closed syllable and is probably a corruption of the 
name Alvis i.e. [alvis] -> [alwis] -> [aloIs]). 
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Below are two charts illustrating the observed co-occurence patterns of 
the form VUV and VIV.   
 
d.         Ui      Ue      Ua      Uo      Uu 
   i       i'witan iwey    kadiwam         i'hiwun 
   e               aweweq                  bibi'yewun 
   a       sawiy   dawey   sawan   kawok   i'lawun 
   o                       'edowa  yowo    a'wowun 
   u       kuwis   kasuwe/ tuwal   muruwoq yu/uwun 
 
e.         Ii      Ie       Ia      Io      Iu 
   i       iyiy    iye/    iyahta  iyow    iyun 
   e       leyiy   leye/   leya/           leyu/ 
   a       'ayin   kaye/   kayah   ayon    Kayub 
   o       'loyin  oye/    a'moyan         oyu/ 
   u       'muyib          uyan 
 
In summary, several observations can be made with regard to the 
preceding presentation of data.  First, words ending in vowels are 
rather infrequent in the language and are virtually limited to closed 
classes of words such as personal pronouns (ya), demonstratives (nawa), 
responses (yowo), etc. (See section 1.2.1.5 for further discussion.) 
Secondly, there is no clear contrast between VV and VIV or VUV patterns.  
In the entire corpus of data there is one example of [a.i], one example 
of [a.u], and one (possible) example of [e.o].  These are the only 
examples of a V.V pattern and in each one it is the second member which 
bears the stress.  Finally, the data seems to indicate that there are no 
restrictions regarding the combination of a V and either IV or UV. 
 
f. [a.Iin] -> /'ayin/ 'jealousy' 
   [IEs] -> /yes/ 'fish.species' 
   [Ia.Ual] -> /yawal/ 'garden plot' 
   [Iokh] -> /yok/ 'flying fox' 
   [Iub.khol] -> /yubkol/ 'dragonfly' 
 
g. [thiI] -> /tiy/ 'I descended' 
   [leI] -> /ley/ 'I planted' 
   [aI] -> /ay/ 'tree' 
   [kha.li.loI] -> /ka.li.loy/ 'necklace' 
   [muI] -> /muy/ 'canoe' 
 
h. [Uith] -> /wit/ 'spirit' 
   [a.UeI] -> /a.wey/ 'his wife'  
   [Ual] -> /wal/ 'he wore'  
   [ga.Uon] -> /ga.won/ 'woman's name'  
   [Iu./u.Uu.na/] -> /yu./u.'wu.na// 'he is laughing at' 
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i. [khuU] -> /kuw/ 'we put on (our heads)' 
   [UoU] -> /wow/ 'we fell'  
   [aU] -> /aw/ 'woman'  
   [si.reU.reU] -> /si.rew.rew/ 'legendary bush-dweller'  
   [thiU] -> /tiw/ 'we descended' 
 
j. [ta.iI] -> /ta.'iy/ 'woman's name' 
   [ya.uU] -> /ya.'uw/ 'singsing movement' 
 
k. [khaIth] -> /kayt/ 'sky' 
   [baIg] -> /bayg/ 'man's name' 
   [haI/] -> /hay// 'neg.' 
   [zaUr] -> /zawr/ 'cassowary' 
   [khaUl] -> /kawl/ 'lizard species'  
   [gaUn] -> /gawn/ 'dog'  
   [aloIs] -> /aloys/ 'man's name' 
 

1.2.1.5.  Word-final homorganic semi-vowels 
 
Bargam contains several minimal and analoguos pair contrasts between 
word-final 'pure' or unmodified vowels and vowels that end in homorganic 
off-glides.  Below are some examples. 
 
 a.       /ne/ 'you (p)'            /neI/ 'I ate' 
          /ko/ 'that'               /koU/ 'we defecated'  
          /ni/ 'you (s)'            /wiI/ 'I carried'  
          /a.bu/ 'base of skull'    /karuU/ 'meat' 
 
These word-final homorganic off-glides are somewhat ambiguous since they 
can be interpreted as a quality of the vowel itself, much like the off-
glided vowels in English (e.g., /e,y/ and /o,w/), or they can be 
interpreted as V+homorganic semi-vowel (e.g., /iy/, /ey/, /ow/ and 
/uw/).  Below are evidences supporting interpreting word-final 
homorganic off-glides as consonantal segments rather then intrinsic 
vowel qualities. 
 

1.2.1.5.1.  Evidence from past tense verb morphology 
 
In section 1.2.1.2, the past tense person/number morphemes [I] and [U] 
were shown to be the semi-vowels /y/ and /w/. This interpretation 
produces the following unambiguous strings: 
 
/wa/ + y/   -> /wa + y/   -> /way/   'I got' 
/ti/ + y/   -> /ti + y/   -> /tiy/   'I descended' 
/tite/ + y/ -> /tite + y/ -> /titey/ 'I pulled out' 
/wa/ + w/   -> /wa + w/   -> /waw/   'we got' 
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/siso/ + w/ -> /siso + w/ -> /sisow/ 'we carved' 
/itu/ + w/  -> /itu + w/  -> /ituw/  'we blocked' 
 
Thus, the evidence from verb morphology indicates that homorganic semi-
vowels can and do occur word-finally.    
 

1.2.1.5.2.  The verb /leI/ 'to plant' 
 
In section 4.2.5, the N-1V rule 
 
        e -> a / __ C 
 
is described as a process occuring in non-1st past tense forms of any 
verb containing an /e/ in the final syllable of the stem.  When applied 
to the verb stem [leI], the resulting form is [laI] 'he planted'.  This 
suggests that the sequence [eI] is not univalent in nature (i.e., is not 
a complex phoneme V or a complex nucleus VV), but instead is the 
sequence V + /y/ in which the V changes according to the rule and the 
stem-final segment /y/ remains unchanged. 
 

1.2.1.5.3.  Absence of verb stems ending in /a/ 
 
There is a complete absence of verb stems ending in the unambiguous 
vowel /a/ in Bargam.  This suggests that Bargam does not allow vowel-
final verb stems (no doubt because all the person/number suffixes begin 
with the vowel /a/).  This further indicates that all verb stem-final 
homorganic glides should be considered as the consonants /w/ and /y/.           
 
/tabiyay-/ 'break'         /miliyaw-/ 'wilt'        
/liley-/ 'shout'           /sisow-/ 'suck' 
/oy-/ 'cook' 
 

1.2.1.5.4.  Evidence from stress patterns 
 
Referring to the normative stress patterns for Bargam (cf. sec. 2 for 
discussion of contrastive stress patterns), words ending in 
unambiguously open syllables (i.e., Ca) are not normally stressed on the 
final syllable.  Conversely, bi-syllabic words ending with a closed 
syllable are normally stressed on the last syllable (cf. sec. 2 for 
examples). This evidence indicates that for multi-syllabic words ending 
in homorganic off-glides which bear stress on the final syllable, that 
final syllable should be analyzed as being closed by a (consonantal) 
homorganic semi-vowel. 
 
[ka.ruU]  /ka.ruw/  'meat'           [i.tiI]   /i.tiy/   'hand drum' 
[li.loU]  /li.low/  'rain run-off'   [i.leI]   /i.ley/   'tree.species 
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1.2.1.5.5.  Evidence from the locative suffix /-Vb/1 
 
When joined to stems ending in a consonant the locative suffix has the 
form /-Vb/ with the vowel assimilating to the 'roundness' of the stem 
final consonant (cf. 4.1).  When this suffix is added to a stem ending 
in a  'pure' vowel, the form of the suffix is simply /-b/ (cf. sec. 
4.2.3).  When the locative suffix is added to words ending in homorganic 
off-glides, it retains the same form it has with stems ending in 
consonants.  This is further evidence that these word-final off-glides 
are consonantal in nature and function and not vocalic. 
 
a. /a.te/     'teeth'      /a.teb/     'in his mouth' 
   /a.mot.gu/ 'nose'       /a.mot.gub/ 'in/on his nose' 
   /ko/       'that'       /kob/       'there' 
 
b. /i.ley/    'tree sp.'   /i'leyib/    'in the iley tree' 
   /yuw/      'water'      /'yuwub/     'in the water' 
   /tow/      'mark'       /'towub/     'on the mark' 
 

1.2.1.6.  Summary of evidence 
 
The evidence regarding the ambiguous segments [U] and [I] may be 
summarized as follows.  Given an identical string of phonetic segments 
it is impossible to predict the phonemic values C(onsonant) or V(owel) 
for certain segments.  This implies a phonemic contrast between [u] and 
[w], and [i] and [y].  These ambiguous segments function as consonantal 
suffixes within the verb morphology.  The pre-glottalized nature of 
word-initial vowels indicates that [U] word-initially must be the 
phoneme /w/ rather than /u/.  The evidence from the distribution of [I] 
and [U] within the syllable and from normative stress patterns both 
points to the consonantal nature of these glides.  Thus all of the 
evidence presented in the preceding sections indicates that /w/ and /y/ 
are phonemes in the Bargam language. 
 

1.2.2.  The segments [i], [I] and [u], [U] 
 
On the basis of the evidence presented in 1.2.1, the segments  [i] and 
[u] are always interpreted to be vowels and therefore they always occupy 
the nuclear position of a syllable (i.e., the position directly beneath 
the p-node of the syllable tree structure).  Likewise, the segments [U] 
and [I] are always interpreted as non-syllabic semi-vowels, and are 
distributed, like the other consonants, in the onset or coda positions  
of a syllable (for further discussion of syllable structure in Bargam 
see sec. 3).   
 

                                                 
1 The symbolic notation -Vb represents the forms of the locative suffix 
{-ab, -ib, -ub}.  The semantic distinction between them is not clear at 
present.  For purposes of this analysis the morphophonemic variant -ub 
is interpreted to be derived from the base form -ib. 
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This analysis is further confirmed and constrained by the structural 
'pressures' of the language which are made apparent by analogy with 
unambiguous syllable types.  The onset slot(s) of a non-suspect syllable 
is always filled by a non-syllabic consonant.  The same is true of the 
coda slot of a non-suspect syllable.  For example: 
 
a. [on.min] 'children' 
   [math] 'man' 
   [as] 'tobacco'  
   [ka] 'this'  
   [a.du.gan] 'inside'  
   [hod.hod] 'graveyard'  
   [a.'bli.kin] 'tail'   
   [a.kror./an.ta] 'round, spherical' 
 
Therefore, a comparison of the segments [U] and [I] with the predominant 
structural patterns in the language, further confirms the analysis 
presented above, i.e. they are the phonemes /w/ and /y/ respectively.  A 
comparison of the examples presented below in b. and c. with those in a. 
above will show how this analysis conforms with the 'norms' of syllable 
structure in Bargam. 
 
b. [Ua/] -> /wa// 'get!'  
   [a.UaU] -> /a.waw/ 'his..uncle'  
   [neU] -> /new/ 'we ate'  
   [Uith] -> /wit/ 'spirit'   
   [kUa.zi/.mo] -> /kwazi/mo] 'old'  
   [a.gUa.bar] -> /agwabar/ 'molar'   
   [gaUn] -> /gawn/ 'dog' 
 
c. [Ia] -> /ya/ 'I, me' 
   [oI] -> /oy/ 'cook!'  
   [IaI] -> /yay/ 'pit'  
   [IuU] -> /yuw/ 'water'  
   [u.Iag] -> /u.yag/ 'wild.fowl'  
   [kaIt] -> /kayt/ 'sky' 
 

1.2.3.  Labialized consonants 
 
A range of labialized consonants have been observed in Bargam, although 
by far the most numerous are the labialized velar stops.  Given the 
precedent of other unambiguous syllable- initial consonant clusters in 
the language such as, /sput/ 'tree sp.', /skot/ 'fish sp.', /gruw/ 
'gnaw', /a'blikin/ 'tail', /truh/ 'amazement', [CU] is analyzed as C + 
/w/.  This analysis is consistent with the analysis of other UV 
sequences as /w/ + V. 
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[bUol] -> /bwol/ 'snake species'  
[tha.tUith] -> /ta.twit/ 'fan'  
[kUa.nib] -> /kwa.nib/ 'lizard species'  
[gUaI] -> /gway/ '(it) bore young'  
[/UaI] -> //way/ '(he) cut' 
 

1.2.4.  Syllable-initial consonant clusters 
 
Bargam manifests several syllable-initial consonant clusters composed of 
either a non-nasal stop plus a liquid consonant (/l/ or /r/), or /s/ 
plus a voiceless stop.   
 
a. /bliy/ 'stirred' 
   /kror/ 'food.enclosure'  
   /blaw/ 'ornament'  
   /baNklol/ 'ground.name'  
   /gruw/ 'gnawed'   
   /skot/ 'fish sp.'  
   /sput/ 'tree sp.'   
   /kroston/ 'be wrinkled' 
 
In slow speech (and significantly, in material authored by mother-tongue 
speakers) these clusters are separated by a vowel with a high degree of 
regularity.  One intepretation would be to posit a vowel deletion rule 
which would create phonetic consonant clusters out of underlying 
phonemic CV.CVC patterns.  However, the following list of forms 
illustrates that there are numerous words in the language which fulfill 
the conditions of such a rule, but which nevertheless retain the vowel. 
 
b. /kilek/ 'bow'  
   /kirir/ 'tree sp.'  
   /dalag/ 'tree sp.'  
   /garah/ 'mountain'  
   /kalam/ 'moon'  
   /kulo// 'large seed pod'  
   /kurob/ 'man's name' 
 
Given these unmodified surface forms, reduced consonant clusters in slow 
speech and written material are interpreted to be the product of a vowel 
epenthesis rule. 
 
c. Vowel epenthesis rule (V-E) 
 
    ∅ -> V      / $ C __ C    V 
         _ft             +con _ft 
         l̀o                  l̀o 
         -mid 
 
This rule inserts an /i/ between potential phonetic consonant clusters 
which are followed by either /i/ or /e/, an /u/ between clusters that 
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are followed by /u/ or /o/ and an /a/ between clusters followed by an 
/a/. 
 
d. /bliy/ -> [biliI] 'stirred'  
   /kror/ -> [khuror] 'food.enclosure'  
   /blaw/ -> [balaU] 'ornament'  
   /baNklol/ -> [baNkulol] 'ground.name'  
   /gruw/ -> [guruU] 'gnawed' 
 

1.2.5.  Consonantal status of /// 
 
The glottal stop has been interpreted to be a consonant, rather than a 
'quality' of vowels (cf. Cochran 1977:45-7),  on the basis of the 
following evidences. 
 

1.2.5.1.  Distribution 
 
The distribution pattern of the glottal stop conforms to that of the 
other consonants.  It occurs syllable- and  word-initially, word-
medially, syllable- and word-finally, and contiguous to other consonants 
across syllable boundaries. 
 
/a./ir.'/a.rin/ 'charred skin'  
/ay./ay/ 'crooked'  
/wa// 'get!'  
//way/ 'cut'  
/bi.'la/.nan/ 'intend to speak'  
/ne/.da// 'he will eat' 
 

1.2.5.2.  Contrast with other stops and ∅ 
 
Glottal stop contrasts with other stops and ∅ in all positions. 
 
/bi.la./ay// 'I speak'          /bi.la./ay/ 'they speak'  
/hay// 'no'                     /hay/ 'I said'  
/ko// 'feces'                   /ko/ 'that'                                 
/kom/ 'he defecated'  
//way/ 'cut                     /way/ 'I got'                                 
/gway/ 'bore young'  
/ma// 'taro'                    /mat/ 'man'                                 
/mad/ 'border'  
/da// 'deed'                    /dan/ 'path'  
/ba./ir/ 'knife'                /pa.kir/ 'ground name'  
/ti.tu// 'post'                 /ti.tuk/ 'has run away' 
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1.2.5.3.  Absence of word-initial, preglottalized /y/ + V sequences 
The absence of word-initial, preglottalized /y/ + V (e.g., #/yV) 
sequences indicates that the segment /// in a word like //way/ 'I cut', 
functions with the set of stops to combine with /w/ to form syllable-
initial consonant clusters.  (See 1.2.1.3. for further discussion of 
this data.) 
 
/way/ 'got'      //way/ 'cut'    /gway/ 'bore offspring' 
/ya/  'I'       *//ya/          */Cya/  
/yuw/ 'water'   *//yuw/         */Cyuw/  
/yay/ 'pit'     *//yay/         */Cyay/  
 

1.3.  Description 
 

1.3.1.  Feature matrix 
 
       p b f m w t d s z n l r k g N y / h   i e a o u 
con    + + + + - + + + + + + + + + + - + +   - - - - -    
syll   - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -   + + + + +   
son    - - - + + - - - - + + + - - + + - - 
voice  - + - + + - + - + + + + - + + + - -  
cont   - - + - + - + + + - + + - - - + - +  
nasal  - - - + - - - - - + - - - - + - - - 
lab    + + + + + - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
lateral                    + - 
round          +                     -       - - - + +  
front            + +     +     - - -         + + + - -  
mid                                          - + - + -  
low                                          - + - - + 
 

1.3.2.  Verbal description of consonants 
 
Note:  All phonemes are pronounced with egressive lung air. 
 
/p/  Vl. bilabial aspirated stop.  Occurs rarely, syllable initial and 
final. 
 
[pha.khir] -> /pakir/ 'place name/  
[pha.khEkh] -> /pakek/ 'bird name'  
[kha.phil] -> /kapil/ 'shell name'   
[gup.khEn] -> /gupken/ 'barbed arrow point' 
 
/t/  Vl. alveolar aspirated stop.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[bith] -> /bit/ 'house   
[thIm] -> /tim/ 'wind'   
[thal.gis] -> /talgis/ 'axe' 
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/k/  Vl. velar aspirated stop.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[khaug] -> /kaug/ 'singsing ornament'   
[ma.nakh] -> /manak/ 'turtle species'  
[khi.lEkh] -> /kilek/ 'bow' 
 
///  Glottal stop.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[ba./ir] -> /ba/ir/ 'knife'  
[na.bi/] -> /nabi// 'fish' 
 
Note: The voiceless stops (excepting ///) have lessened aspiration 
immediately preceding a second consonant. 
 
/b/  Vd. bilabial stop.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[bith] -> /bit/ 'house'  
[nEb] -> /neb/ 'cooking leaf'  
[a.bEn] -> /aben/ 'his arm' 
 
/d/  Vd. alveolar stop.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[da.rEth] -> /daret/ 'shield'  
[bud.bud] -> /budbud/ 'old garden'  
[dom.dom] -> /domdom/ 'complaint' 
 
/g/  Vd. velar stop.  Occurs syallable initial and final. 
 
[dEg] -> /deg/ 'wooden bowl'  
[gaU] -> /gaw/ 'louse'  
[i.gEm] -> /igem/ 'my stomach' 
 
/f/  Vl. labio-dental fricative.  Occurs syllable initial only. 
 
[fa/] -> /fa// 'fire'  
[a.fa./an] -> /a'fa/an/ 'heavy'  
[fa.gE/] -> /fage// 'tree name' 
 
/s/  Vl. alveolar fricative.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[sIn] -> /sin/ 'plant debris in water'  
[gus] -> /gus/ 'small stick'  
[as] -> /as/ 'tobacco' 
 
/h/ Vl. velar fricative.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[huz] -> /huz/ 'I bathed'  
[khah] -> /kah/ 'tongs'  
[hod.hod] -> /hodhod/ 'grave' 
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/z/  Vd. alveolar fricative.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[huz] -> /huz/ 'I bathed'  
[zo/] -> /zo// 'log drum'  
[a.laz.man] -> /a'lazman/ 'squeezed, grated coconut (desicated)' 
 
/m/  Vd. bilabial nasal.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[math] -> /mat/ 'man'  
[thIm] -> /tim/ 'wind'  
[mar.mar] -> /marmar/ 'tree name' 
 
/n/  Vd. alveolar nasal.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
Allophone [N] occurs before velar consonants. 
 
Nasal assimilation rule (N-AS) 
 
C     ->  [+back] / __ C 
+nasal                 +back 
-back 
 
[nEb] -> /neb/ 'cooking leaf'  
[ban] -> /ban/ 'platform'  
[on.mIn] -> /onmin/ 'children'  
[baN.kulol] -> /baNklol/ 'ground name' 
 
/N/  Vd. velar nasal.  Occurs rarely, syllable initial and final. 
 
[NEl.NEl] -> /NelNel/ 'bird species'  
[maN.soN] -> /maNsoN/ 'bush spirit'  
[ta.Nir] -> /taNir/ 'water name' 
 
/r/  Vd. alveolar flap.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
Note: Allophone [R] occurs word finally with slight devoicing.  In some 
ideolects [r] freely variates with [R] word initially and medially. 
 
[rib] -> /rib/ 'beetle species'  
[i.naR] -> /inar/ 'tree name'  
[ga.rah] -> /garah/ 'mountain' 
 
/l/ Vd. alveolar lateral.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[nal] -> /nal/ 'powdered lime'  
[li./ab] -> /li/ab/ 'middle'  
[a.la.gin] -> /a'lagin/ 'handle' 
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/w/ Vd. bilabial semi-vowel.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[Uaq] -> /waq/ 'get!'  
[Uom] -> /wom/ 'he fell'  
[a.Ui.than] -> /a'witan/ 'his spirit'  
[aU] -> /aw/ 'woman' 
 
/y/ Vd. alveo-palatal semi-vowel.  Occurs syllable initial and final. 
 
[IaU] -> /yaw/ 'sago.palm'  
[u.Ian] -> /uyan/ 'pandanus.nut'  
[a.mo.Ian] -> /a'moyan/ 'fat, grease'  
[aI] -> /ay/ 'tree' 
 

3 1.3.3.  Verbal description of vowels 
 
Note:  All vowels are pronounced with egressive lung air. 
 
/i/  High front unrounded tense vocoid. 
 
Allophone [I] occurs before nasals. 
 
Vowel-laxing rule 1  (V-LAX1) 
 
i  ->  I /  __  C      {C 
                +nasal  #} 
 
[bith] -> /bit/ 'house'  
[khiskhismo] -> /kiskismo/ 'slowly'  
[wIm] -> /wim/ 'sun'  
[thIm] -> /tim/ 'wind'  
[i.lEn] -> /ilen/ 'my father/mother-in-law' 
 
/e/  Mid front unrounded tense vocoid. 
 
Allophone [E] occurs in closed syllables. 
 
Vowel-laxing rule 2  (V-LAX2) 
 
e  ->  E / __ C {C 
                 #} 
 
[tE/] -> /te// 'conjunction'  
[e.do.Ua] -> /'edowa/ 'where'  
[Es] -> /es/ 'belongings' 
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/a/  Low front unrounded lax vocoid. 
 
[fa/] -> /fa// 'fire'  
[a.bEn] -> /a.ben/ 'his.arm' 
 
/u/  High back rounded tense vocoid. 
 
[ul] -> /ul/ 'peeled'  
[but.buth] -> /butbut/ 'ashes'  
[u.Iag] -> /uyag/ 'bird.species' 
 
/o/  Mid back rounded tense vocoid. 
 
[kho] -> /ko/ 'that'  
[bol] -> /bol/ 'come!'  
[o.thIr] -> /o.tir/ 'stinging plant (pdg. salad)' 
 

1.4.  Distribution 

1.4.1.  Consonant distribution 

1.4.1.1.  Consonant distribution within the syllable 
 
The following chart illustrates the distribution of consonants within 
the syllable ($_ = syllable initial position, etc.). 
 
       p b m t d n k g N / f s z h l r w y 
$_     x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
_$     x x x x x x x x x x ∅ x x x x x x x  
V_V    x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
 

1.4.1.2.  Consonant distribution across syllable boundaries 
 
The following chart illustrates consonant distribution across syllable 
boundaries within univalent words only.  It does not reflect 
combinations which are created by reduplication or the addition of 
suffixes (n/o = not observed). See section 1.4.1.4. for examples. 
 
a.      stops   fric.   nasal   lat.    flap    semi-v. 
 
stop    yes     yes     yes     yes     n/o     n/o 
fric.   yes     n/o     yes     yes     n/o     n/o 
nasal   yes     yes     yes     yes     yes     yes 
lateral yes     n/o     yes     n/o     n/o     yes 
flap    yes     n/o     yes     n/o     n/o     yes 
semi-v. yes     n/o     yes     yes     yes     n/o 
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1.4.1.3.  Consonant distribution within consonant clusters 
 
The following chart illustrates the distribution of consonants within 
syllable initial consonant clusters. 
 
b.      stop    lateral flap    semi-v. 
 
stop    no      yes     yes     yes 
fric.   yes     no      yes     yes 
 
c. /skot/ 'fish sp.' 
   /sput/ 'tree sp.' 
   /srisrimo/ 'frequently' 
   /bluk/ 'lizard sp.' 
   /gliz/ 'man's name'     
   /truh/ 'onomatopoetic for surprise' 
 
The following chart illustrates the distribution of consonants in 
syllable-final consonant clusters. 
 
d.      stop    fric.   nasal   lat.    flap 
 
semi-v. yes     yes     yes     yes     yes 
 
e. /kawg/ 'singsing ornament' 
   /laws/ 'fish sp.'  
   /gawn/ 'dog'  
   /lawl/ 'house part' 
   /zawr/ 'cassowary'  
   /kayt/ 'sky'  
   /aloys/ 'man's name'  
   /kayr/ 'man's name' 
 

1.4.1.4.  Heterorganic and homorganic consonant clusters 
 
Below are virtually all of the consonant clusters observed within 
univalent words out of a corpus of approximately 1000 words. 
 
Heteroganic clusters              Homorganic clusters 
 
/abalgan/ 'crotch'                /abatlan/ 'scar'  
/abaynagin/ 'five'                /abensab/ 'handle'  
/abeskunan/ 'small bananas'       /akasnakin/ 'gall bladder'  
/alazman/ 'shred. desic.coco.'    /a/ensan/ 'hair'  
/argaw/ 'fish sp.'                /baNklol/ 'ground na.'  
/asilwanan/ 'thin'                /banzaw/ 'contract'  
/bir/ag/ 'tree na.'               /dante/ 'intersection'  
/digdagul/ 'tree na.'             /dobme/ 'ground na.'  
/dobsen/ 'vine sp.'               /gurnuy/ 'snake na.'  
/harmat/ 'pig's tusk'             /kambir/ 'vine sp.'  
/karwesay/ 'tree na.'             /kusluw-/ 'to spit'  
/katbebey/ 'spider sp.'           /kwambe/ 'ornament'  
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/maNsoN/ 'bush spirit'            /sensak/ 'ant sp.'  
/minmanin-/ 'to yawn'             /taNkul/ 'clay'  
/nidgem/ 'ground na.'             /tartay-/ 'to tear'  
/on/as/ 'cloud'                   /tumpes/ 'eel sp.'  
/umda// 'food given at a feast'   /warzigan/ 'water na.'  
/zumlaw/ 'fish sp.'               /ahurnakin/ 'nasal mucus'  
/umses/ 'fish na.'                /alislusin/ 'long roll'  
/umzil/ 'tree na.'  
/paknat/ 'ground na.'              
/romri// 'darkness'  
/sabte/ 'grass skirt'              
/NelNel/ 'bird sp.'  
/sanmal/ destituteness'            
/marmar/ 'tree sp.'  
/kokliy/ 'bird sp.' 
/hekbel/ 'a variety of things'     
/kadignam/ 'tree na.'              
/eze/man/ 'three' 
/gamalme/ 'ground na.' 
/gamnakay/ 'ant sp.'                             
/garmen/ 'vine sp.'                
/gaunbab/ 'mammal sp.'             
/brumdiy/ 'ringfinger'                               
/atenmos/ 'mouth'                  
/atormag/ 'great-great grandpar.'  
/alih/an/ 'midst'                  
/alikmanib/ 'between'              
/ama/bel/ 'forehead'               
/amebnar/ 'eyebrow'                              
/ametgil/ 'small thorns'           
/amidgotniz/  'offspring'          
/amotgu/ 'nose'                    
/aneglan/ 'chewed food'            
/anerkan/ 'slime'                  
/anumlan/ 'dirt'                   
/aburwogin/ 'windpipe'             
/agolhi// 'time word'  
/aburgan/ 'fringe'                               
/abel/an/ 'stored food'  
/akurgan/  'apendage'             
/tirgaw/ 'bird species'             
/hai/gam/ 'no'                      
/onmin/ 'children'                 
/talgis/ 'axe'                            
/umses/ 'fish species'              
/daNmor/ 'flower type'              
/agemyakin/ 'hole in a tree'       
/abigman/ 'peak'                         
/gupken/ 'barbed arrow point' 
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Reduplicated forms  
 
/isihsih/ 'ant sp.'  
/bakbak/ 'ant sp.'  
/bayhishas/ 'kick many things loose'  
/a/is/isin/ '(armpit) hair'  
/agaluklukan/ 'springy'  
/akalwaswasin/ 'spider web'  
/akemkeman/ 'test'  
/akorkoran/ 'back'  
/alaklakan/ 'doughy'  
/amanmanin/ 'without parents'  
/anornorin/ 'saliva'  
/arayrayan/ 'body part'  
/baybay/ 'small shelter'  
/budbud/ 'old garden'  
/figilfigal/ 'crossways'  
/hirhir/ 'put things close together'  
/kabawbaw/ 'tree sp.'  
 
As the above list illustrates heterorganic clusters across consonant 
boundaries are much more common than homorgamnic. 
 

1.4.1.5.  Summary of consonant distribution 
 
a.  All consonants may occur word-initially. 
b.  All consonants, with the exception of /f/ occur  word-finally. 
c.  All consonants may occur inter-vocalically. 
d.  A stop may combine with any other consonant across a syllable 

boundary. 
e.  Fricatives have not been observed to combine with another fricative, 

a flap or a semi-vowel across a syllable boundary. 
f.  Nasals may combine with any other consonant type across a syllable 

boundary. 
g.  Laterals and flaps have identical distribution patterns and have not 

been observed to combine with a frictative or another lateral across 
a syllable boundary, except in reduplicated forms. 

h.  Syllable-initial consonant clusters consist of either a non-nasal 
stop plus a lateral or flap, or a fricative (/s/) plus a voiceless, 
non-nasal stop. 

i.  Syllable-final consonant clusters consist of a semi-vowel plus any 
consonant (at least potentially). 

 

1.4.2.  Vowel distribution 
 
a.  All vowels occur word-initally. 
b.  All vowels occur word-finally.   
c.  There are no mono-syllabic sequences of two or more vowels. 
d.  Any vowel may occur before or after any consonant. 
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1.4.3.  Semi-vowel distribution 
 
a.  Both /w/ and /y/ occur word initially, finally and inter-

vocalically. 
b.  Both /w/ and /y/ occur preceeding and following all the vowels. 
c.  Semi-vowels have not been observed to combine with a fricative, or 

another semi-vowel across a syllable boundary. For convenience, 
examples of the semi-vowels contiguous to all the vowels are 
presented below. 

 
/'ayin/ 'jealousy'              /wit/ 'spirit'  
/iyan/ 'my cousin'              /itiw/ 'we descended'  
/yes/ 'fish sp.'                /wel/ 'I put on'  
/ley/ 'I planted'               /new/ 'we ate'  
/ya/ 'I'                        /wam/ 'he got'  
/ay/ 'tree'                     /naw/ 'compensation'  
/ayon/ 'for him'                /wol/ 'hit!'  
/oy/ 'cook!'                    /wow/ 'we fell'  
/ayun/ 'wet'                    /yu/uwun/ 'laugh at'  
/muy/ 'canoe'                   /kuw/ 'we put on our heads'  
/uyag/ 'bird sp.'               /kawa/ 'here' 
 

1.5. Contrasts 

1.5.1.  Consonants 
 
p - b 
 
1.  /apin/  'woman's name'   /abin/  'reputation'  
2.  /kapil/  'shell belt'    /kabil/  'man's name'  
3.  /kapil/  'shell belt'    /kabiy/  'garden'  
4.  /pakir/  'ground name'   /ba/ir/  'knife'  
5.  /pi//  'woman's name'    /bit/  'house' 
 
p - f 
 
1.  /pakek/  'bird species'  /fage//  'tree species'  
2.  /pakek/  'bird species'  /fakot/  'lizard species' 
 
b - f 
 
1.  /bir/  'tag!'            /fir/  'ground name' 
 
f - w 
 
1.  /fa//  'fire'            /wa//  'get!' 
 
Note:  The phonemes /p/ and /f/ are relatively scarce in the language 
and thus contrasts of any kind are difficult to find. 
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Additional words containing /p/ are: 
1.  /pupu//  'lime gourd'  
2.  /zizip/  'metal hand-held coconut scraper'  
3.  /plamplam/  'bat species'  
4.  /gupken/  'barbed arrow point'  
5.  /marup/  'hot red pepper' 
 
Additional words containing /f/ are: 
 
1.  /hufay/  'a type of tree possum'  
2.  /hufak/  'mud'  
3.  /a'fa/in/  'head'  
4.  /a'fa/an/  'heavy'  
5.  /fah/  'bird species' 
 
/f/ has not been observed syllable and/or word finaaly. 
 
b - w 
 
1.  /bol/  'come!'           /wol/  'hit!'  
2.  /bit/  'house            /wit/  'spirit, soul'  
3.  /nab/  'there'           /naw/  'gift'  
4.  /abab/  'his brother'    /awaw/  'his uncle' 
 
b - m 
 
1.  /aben/  'his arm'        /amen/  'for him'  
2.  /abun/  'his back'       /amun/  'child'  
3.  /nab/  'there'           /nam/  'he ate'  
4.  /bul/  'pig'             /mur/  'shade' 
 
t - d 
 
1.  /butbut/  'ashes'        /budbud/  'old garden'  
2.  /tim/  'wind'            /dim/  'woman's name'  
3.  /mat/ 'man'              /mad/ 'boundary'  
4.  /tod/ 'ceremonial club'  /dod/ 'clay'  
5.  /kuter/  'frog'          /kudor/  'tree possum' 
 
t - r 
 
1.  /a'tatin/  'son'         /a'ririn/  'nest'  
2.  /u'teta//  'he covets'   /hu're/a//  'he pulls'  
3.  /so/ot/  'it stuck'      /so/or/  'scoop up'  
4.  /ota//  'he closes'      /ura//  'he has diarrhea'  
5.  /tawal/  'human fence'   /rawad/  'man's name' 
 
d - r 
 
1.  /dor/  'he danced'       /ror/  'it stuck'  
2.  /dud/  'yam trellis'     /rur/  'w/ eye to mean sleepy'  
3.  /madar/  'bandicoot'     /marar/  'practice' 
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k - g 
 
1.  /kura//  'crab'          /gura//  'break a leaf off a of stem'  
2.  /kel/  'man's name'      /gel/  'fence  
3.  /a'kokin/  'egg'         /a'gogin/  'coconut shell'  
4.  /nakun/  'man's name'    /nagun/  'look for'  
5.  /gamuk/  'talk, words'   /gamag/  'potato-like veg.' 
 
k - / 
 
1.  /tituk/  'he ran away'   /titu//  'post'  
2.  /kwasikta/  'wild'       /kwazi/ta/  'old'  
3.  /pakir/  'ground name'   /ba/ir/  'knife'  
4.  /ababa// 'great-         /abakbakan/  'knee' 
             grandfather 
 
h - / 
 
1.  /teh/  'I scratched'     /te//  'conjunction'  
2.  /fah/  'bird species'    /fa//  'fire'  
3.  /mahin/  'woman's name'  /ba/ir/  'knife'  
4.  /hihi//  'squeeze'       /'hi/iy/  'finish' 
 
s - z 
 
1.  /hus/  'white'           /huz/  'bathe'  
2.  /sus/  'breast'          /zuz/  'shell type'  
3.  /saya// 'he pounds sago' /zaya// 'he buys'  
4.  /es/  'belongings'       /ez/  'voice'  
5.  /kwasikta/  'wild'       /kwazi/ta/  'old' 
 
m - n 
 
1.  /mat/  'man'             /nat/  'he wrapped'  
2.  /mam/  'snake species'   /nan/  'speech, words'  
3.  /amam/  'his father'     /anan/  'his name'  
4.  /-im/  'med.verb suff.'  /-in/  'poss.mkr.'  
5.  /am/  'vine'             /an/  'relationship' 
 
n - N 
 
1.  /manak/  'turtle'        /maNsoN/  'spirit'  
2.  /nesnes/ 'plant species' /NelNel/  'bird species'  
3.  /dan/  'road'            /daNmor/  'flower species' 
 
Note:  /N/ is relatively rare in the language and therefore contrasts 
are hard to find. 
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Additional words containing /N/ are: 
 
1.  /keNkeN/  'bird species'  
2.  /taNir/  'creek name'  
3.  /kiN/  'house part'  
4.  /laNur/  'saltwater fish species' 
 
r - l 
 
1.  /nar/  'tree species'    /nal/  'powdered lime'  
2.  /ahuran/  'a smell'      /ahulan/  'noise'  
3.  /ura//  'he has diarhea' /ula//  'he peels'  
4.  /ri'rewuna//  'he warms  /li'lewuna//  'he shouts at'  
              over the fire'  
5.  /ger/ 'side'             /gel/ 'fence'  
 

1.5.2.  Vowels 
 
/rib/  'beetle' 
/reb/  'pot'       /wel/  'he wears' 
/rab/  'he fears'  /wal/  'he wore' 

/wol/  'he hits'    /bol/  'come!' 
                                       /bul/  'pig' 
 
/in/  'he'            /ni/  'you (sg.)'                     

/ne/ 'you (pl.)' 
/an/  'relationship'  /na/  'that'        /as/  'tobacco'                       

/os/  'he sat' 
/us/  'he slept' 
/es/  'belongings' 

 
/im/  'switch-reference suffix, often used as a conjunction' 
/em/  'spear 
/am/  'vine' 
/om/  'boy's.name' 
/um/  'swelled' 
 
i - u 
 
/sin/  'plant debris in water'  /sun/  'to ask for'  
/abin/  'reputation'            /abun/  'his back'  
/tim/  'wind'                   /tum/  'loin-cloth' 
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2.  Suprasegmentals 

2.1.  Stress 
 
Stress is contrastive in Bargam.  However there are obvious stress 
patterns which permit the formation of a general rule with certain basic 
exceptions. 
 

2.1.1.  Normative stress patterns 
 
Stress is normally on the ultima if it is closed and on the penultimate 
syllable if the ultima is not closed.  In the following examples primary 
stress is marked by ('). 
 
a.      /a'ben/ 'his arm'       /ku'rek/ 'chicken' 
        /e'dob/ 'where'         /ma'nak/ 'turtle' 
 
b.      /ad'/en/ 'tree sp.'     /'nawa  'there' 
        /on'min/ 'children'     /'gigo/ 'pl.poss.pro.' 
 
c.      /'dante/ 'crossroad'    /'naga/ 'what?' 
        /'dobme/ 'ground name'  /'mata/ 'male' 
 
For three-syllable words the pattern is the same. 
 
d.      /saba'/al/  'snake sp.'         /kali'loy/  'necklace' 
        /ni'riNra/  'criss-cross pattern' 
 
There are two general exceptions to the above rule.  The first is that 
in two or three-syllable words containing more than one closed syllable 
the stress is usually drawn to the first closed syllable in the word.  
This is particularly true of reduplicated stems. 
 
e.      /'hodhod/  'graveyard' 
        /'gamnakay/ 'ant species' 
        /'kurmis/  'sand flea' 
 
The second exception involves inalienably possessed nouns, which often 
retain the stress pattern of the unaffixed stem. This usually results in 
antepenultimate stress patterns for these forms. 
 
f.      [ada'goran]  /a-da'gor-an/ 'crotch' 
        [abi'yoran]  /a-bi'yor-an/ 'fine hairs' 
 
Having described and illustrated the general rule and its major 
exceptions it remains only to present the evidence for contrastive 
stress, which is provided below. 
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g.      /'ayin/ 'jealousy'      /'danib/ 'on the road' 
        /a'yan/ 'his cousin'    /da'nid/ 'comb' 
 
h.      /'nawa/ 'there'         /'hiqiy/ 'finished' 
        /ma'na/ 'THAT one'      /hu'nog/ 'pierced'       
 
i.      /so'qon/ 'caught'       /du'bal/ 'fold up in a leaf' 
        /'loyin/ 'sensed'       /'nulin/ 'counted'    
 
j.      /na'wagom/ 'pestle'     /ga'resuk/ 'palm leaf stem'  
        /mana'nar/ 'ant sp.'    /'gamnakay/ 'ant sp.' 
 
k.      /ka'zuzim/ 'vine sp.'   /a'duman/ 'core'  
        /kali`liy/ 'centipede'  /adu'gan/ 'inside' 
 
l.      /ami'zan/ 'muscle'      /a'bitan/ 'house of'  
        /a'moyan/ 'fat          /abi'tan/ 'end' 
 
m.      /a'lilowan/ 'feather'   /a'dinowan/ 'old'  
        /ada'goran/ 'crotch'    /abi'yoran/ 'fine hairs' 
 

2.1.2.  Other factors relating to stress. 

2.1.2.1.  Reduplicated forms retain the stress pattern of the unreduplicated form. 
 
       /a'mikta/ 'small'   /a'mik'mikta/ 'small (things)' 
       /'naga/   'what'    /'naga'naga/  'what (all)' 
 

2.1.2.2.  Syllables of the type CCV are 'heavy' and often draw the stress. 
 
       /'kwanib/     'lizard species' 
       /a'kwiyakan/  'hole'  
       /a'kwizin/    'large intestine' 
 

2.2.  Intonation 

2.2.1.  Clause and sentence intonation patterns 
 
a.  Final clauses end in falling intonation 
 
Ya kabiy- ab  lehay/.  
I  garden-LOC go.1.s.P  
I am going to the garden. 
 
Irimo     ya kudor       ara/ hunog.  
yesterday I  tree.possum a    shoot.1.s.Pa 
Yesterday, I shoot a tree possum. 
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b.  Medial clauses manifest slight rising intonation. 
 
Ya amun  wolan in gam.  
I  child hit   he cry.n1.s.Pa  
I hit a child and he cried. 
 
I  karuw hunoge/ wize/ titale/ oye/ ne/-am.  
we pig   shoot   singe cut.up  cook eat-1.p.F  
We will shoot the pig and singe it and cut it up and cook it and the we 
will eat it. 
 
c.  Polar (yes/no) questions end in rising intonation. 
 
Ni  mo/- a/     e? y 
ou sick-n1.s.P ques 
Are you sick? 
 
d.  Content questions end in falling intonation. 
 
Ni  edob  leh-a/?  
you where go- n1.s.P  
Where are you going? 
 
e.  Commands exhibit level intonation and exagerated stress on sentence-
final syllable. 
 
Amun  wa/ a bol. 
child get – come 
Bring the child here 
 
f.  Warnings are often expressed with continous high intonation. 
 
Nazaq     em-sa wo/an.  
like.that do-Dt fall  
If you keep doing that he will fall. 
 

3.  Structure 

3.1.  Syllable structure 
 
The structure of the syllable in Bargam may be described by the 
following notation: 

(C)1(C)2V(C)3(C)4 
 

C1 = If C2 is a stop then C1 must be /s/.  If C2 is /w/, /l/ or /r/ then C1 
must be a stop or /s/. 
C2 = /w/, /l/, /r/, /p/, /k/ 
C3 = /w/, /y/ 
 
The Bargam syllable consists of one univalent (i.e., non-complex) 
nucleus, 1-2 pre-nuclear margins and 1-2 post-nuclear margins. 
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3.1.1.  Syllable types 
 
The above formula allows for seven syllable types, the only types not 
observed so far being VCC and the fully expanded type CCVCC. 
 
CV pattern 1 - V 
 
/i/ 'we'  
/a.mot.gu/ 'his nose'  
/u.yan/ 'pandanus nut'  
/si.re.o/ 'man's name' 
 
CV pattern 2 - VC 
 
/in/ 'he, she, it, they'  
/an/ 'relationship'  
/on.min/ 'children'  
/um.ses/ 'fish ecies'  
/ya.uw/ 'singsing movement' 
 
CV pattern 3 – CV 
 
/ne/ 'you pl.'  
/na.wa/ 'there'  
/na.'wa.gom/ 'pestle'  
/ti.dom/ 'tree name'  
/ka.ka/.ta/ 'red' 
 
CV pattern 4 – CVC 
 
/mat/ 'man'  
/bud.bud/ 'old garden'  
/me./in/ 'bad'  
/u.lum/ 'pierced'  
/um.zil/ 'tree.name'  
/a.bal.gan/ 'crotch' 
 
CV pattern 5 – CCV 
 
/a.gwa.bar/ 'molar'  
/a.'kwi.zin/ 'large intestine'  
/sri.sri.mo/ 'frequently' 
 
CV pattern 6 – CCVC 
 
/gway/ 'bear young'  
/blaw/ 'decoration'  
/sput/ 'tree sp.' 
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CV pattern 7 – CVCC 
 
/gawn/ 'dog'  
/kayt/ 'sky'  
/hay// 'no'  
/laws/ 'fish sp.' 
 

3.1.2.  Distribution of syllables within the word 
 
1.  VC never occurs word medially. 
2.  V occurs word finally in only one example in the data, /'si.re.o/ 

'man's name' 
3.  CV and CVC may occur initially, medially and finally in the word. 
 

3.1.3.  Rules of syllabification 
 
Words are syllabified on the basis of the following three rules: 
 
a.  VCV(C) -> V.CV(C) 
b.  VCCV(C) -> VC.CV(C) 
c.  CVV(C) -> CV.V(C) 
 
Rule a divides syllables between a vowel and a following consonant, 

provided the consonant is followed by a vowel. 
Rule b divides syllables between a cluster of two consonants which is 

both preceded and followed by a vowel.  Exceptions to this rule are 
syllable-initial consonant clusters.  

Rule c accounts for word-final V and VC syllables. 
 
Below are several examples of the application of these rules. 
 
d.      /kurek/      /onmin/     /sireo/     /yauw/ 
 
rule a  ku.rek                   si.reo 
rule b               on.min 
rule c                           si.re.o     ya.uw 
 

3.2.  Word structure 
 
The following Bargam word types are organized according to closed and/or 
open syllable patterns.  The following description covers words of 1 to 
3 syllables in length and includes all of the most common word 
structures and several rarer structures for which only one or two 
examples have been observed. 
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Type 1:  closed 
 
1. VC 
        /on/ 'women' 
        /us/ 'sleep!' 
        /aw/ 'woman' 
        /em/ 'spear' 
 
2. CVC  This is the most common unaffixed, monosylabic word type. 
 
        /mat/ 'man' 
        /dan/ 'path' 
        /zo// 'log drum'  
        /yay/ 'pit'  
        /gew/ 'banana stand'  
        /muy/ 'canoe' 
 
3. CVCC 
 
        /gawn/ 'dog'  
        /dawh/ 'people'  
        /hay// 'no'   
        /kayt/ 'sky' 
 
4. CCVC 
 
        /blaw/ 'decoration'  
        /truh/ 'amazement'  
        /skot/ 'fish name'  
        /gwal/ 'ascend' 
 
Type 2:  open 
 
1. V 
 
        /i/ 'we'   
        /a/ 'particle' 
 
2. CV 
 
        /ni/ 'you' 
        /ka/ 'this'  
        /ko/ 'this' 
        /ta/ 'particle' 
 
Type 3:  closed-closed 
 
1. CVC-CVC 
 
        /gingan/ 'who'  
        /budbud/ 'old garden'  
        /kisnam/ 'sneezed        
        /gupken/ 'barbed point' 
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2. VC-CVC 
 
        /onmin/ 'children'  
        /ih/ih/ 'itched'  
        /on/as/ 'cloud'  
        /umses/ 'fish name' 
 
3. CVC-CCVC 
 
        /baNklol/ 'ground name' 
 
4. CVCC-CVC 
 
        /gawnbab/ 'mammal name' 
 
5. CCVC-CCVC 
 
        /plamplam/ 'bat species' 
 
Type 4:  closed-open 
 
1. CVC-CV 
 
        /kidme/ 'ground name'    
        /dalte/ 'man's name' 
 
2. CCVC-CV 
 
        /kwambe/ 'shell name' 
 
Type 5:  open-closed 
 
1. CV-CVC  This is the most common word type. 
 
        /kurek/ 'chicken' 
        /bila// 'speak!'   
        /tilin/ 'mushroom'  
        /zaway/ 'power' 
 
2. V-CVC 
 
        /amun/ 'child' 
        /umet/ 'mime'  
        /'ayin/ 'jealousness'  
        /otir/ 'stinging plant' 
 
3. CV-CCVC 
 
        /nogwal/ 'hesitational' 
 
4. CV-VC 
 
        /taiy/ 'woman's name'    
        /yauw/ 'singsing movement' 
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5. CCV-CVC 
 
        /'kwanib/ 'lizard name'  
        /kwasik/ 'wild' 
 
Type 6:  open-open 
 
1. CV-CV 
 
        /nawa/ 'there'   
        /yowo/ 'response' 
 
2. CCV-CCV 
 
        /srisri/ 'frequently'    
        /prapra/ 'plant name' 
 
Type 7:  open-open-closed 
 
1. CV-CV-CVC 
 
        /kaliliy/ 'centipede'    
        /'kiyakoy/ 'husking stick'  
        /mananar/ 'ant species'  
        /na'wagom/ 'pounding stick' 
 
2. V-CV-CVC 
 
        /isihun/ 'showed'        
        /anonon/ 'well (adj.)' 
 
Type 8:  open-closed-closed 
 
1. CV-CVC-CVC 
 
        /gamuqmuq/ 'young crayfish' 
        /kadignam/ 'tree name'  
        /sirewrew/ 'bush spirit' 
 
2. V-CVC-CVC 
 
        /isihsih/ 'ant species'  
        /ezeqman/ 'three' 
 
Type 9:  closed-open-closed 
 
1. CVC-CV-CVC 
 
        /'gamnakay/ 'ant species' 
        /sibsibun/ 'ran along a log' 
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Type 10:  open-closed-open 
 
1. CV-CVC-CV 
 
        /niriNra/ 'ornament name' 
 
Type 11:  open-open-open 
 
1. V-CV-CV 
 
        /'edowa/ 'where?'  
        /i'lato/ 'recently' 
 
2. CV-CV-CV 
 
        /'harara/ 'onomatopoeia'  
        /'bogiye/ 'ground name' 
 

4.  Morphophonemics 

4.1.  Vowel assimilation rule (V-AS) 
 
When the perfective aspect marker /ti-/ is prefixed to a verb stem, the 
vowel of the prefix assimilates to the roundness of a following labial 
consonant or a consonant that is rounded in anticipation of a following 
round vowel, as the following examples (given in their non-first person 
singular, past tense forms) illustrate. 
                              
        gloss    isolation   + perfective aspect 
 
a.      go up    gwal        tugwal          
        get      wa/         tuwam  
        hit      wol         tuwol  
        bathe    huz         tuhuz  
        sit      os          tu/os  
        come     bol         tubol 
 
b.      ripen    hem         tiham  
        carry    sor         tisor  
        cry      ga/         tigam  
        be       iy          ti/iy  
        beg      sun         tisun 
 
These data indicate that the perfective aspect marker /ti-/ assimilates 
to /tu-/ in the environment of either a labial or labialized consonant.  
This may be expressed by the following rule: 
 
 c.      V   -> [+rd]  / __ + C 
         +hi                +rd 
         -rd 
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An identical assimilation process takes place in another environment 
where the possession marker /-in/ and the locative marker /-ib/ are 
suffixed to noun stems as is demonstrated by the following examples. 
 
        gloss        isolation     + possession marker 
 
d.      vine         am            a/amun 
        decoration   blaw          ablawun  
        meeting      humab         ahumabun 
 
e.      net bag      ziy           aziyin  
        man          mat           amatin  
        road         dan           adanin 
 
        gloss        isolation     + locative marker 
 
f.      water        yuw           yuwub 
        vine         am            amub 
        meeting      humab         humabub 
 
g.      road         dan           danib 
        ground       og            ogib 
        pit          yay           yayib 
(their) breast       gisus         gisusib 
 
In the above data, the possession marker /-in/ assimilates to /-un/ when 
suffixed to noun stems ending in a labial consonant.  The locative 
marker /-ib/ assimilates to /-ub/ under the same conditions. 
The generalization that this is the same process going on in both verb 
and noun morphology can be captured by the addition of a second 
environment to the existing rule. 
 
h.      V   -> [+rd]  / #C__ + C 
        +hi                  +rd 
        -rd              C   + __ C 
                         +lab 
 
All vowel assimilation in Bargam is accounted for by this rule. 
 

4.2.  Deletion rules 

4.2.1.  Contraction (CON) 
 
When the locative marker /-ib/ is suffixed to an inalienably possessed 
noun, the unstressed vowel in the ultima of the noun is deleted (cf. 
2.2.1 for a discussion of antepenultimate stress on inalienably 
possessed noun forms). 
 
        gloss        possessed     + locative 
 
a.      hip          a'bukan       a'buknib  
        hole         a'kwiyakan    akwi'yaknib 
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b.      hole(in tree 
          trunk)     a'gemyakin    agem'yaknib 
        bone         a'ditin       a'ditnib 
 
c.      wing         aben gayik    aben ga'yiknib 
        chin         anog          anognib 
 
d.      core         a'duman       a'dumnib 
        inside       adu'gan       adu'ganib 
 
e.      house        a'bitan       a'bitnib 
        tip          abi'tan       abi'tanib 
 
In a. and b. above the contraction process is clearly illustrated.  The 
unstressed vowel in the ultima is deleted upon the additon of the 
locative suffix, resulting in the pattern CVC.CVC# with antepenultimate 
stress.  A peculiarity of some inalienably possessed nouns is 
illustrated in c.  In these cases the possessed noun form in isolation 
does not exhibit the characteristic /-Vn/ of this word class, but does 
manifest it when the locative suffix is added.  The data in d. and e. 
demonstrates that the rule is restricted to noun forms with unstressed 
ultimas.  This processed may be described by the following rule. 
 
f.      V -> ∅ / V    C __ C + /-ib/ 
                 +str 
 
This rule deletes the unstressed vowel in the ultima of an inalienably 
possessed noun when it is affixed with the locative marker, becoming one 
lexical unit manifesting a single primary stress. 
 
Contraction also takes place across word boundaries.  Often a noun or 
personal pronoun is contracted with a following postposition or 
inalienably possessed noun.  In Bargam, inalienably possessed nouns and 
postpositions are always prefixed with a person/number cross-referencing 
prefix.  In these cases it is always the vowel of the person/number 
prefix set that is deleted.  Below is a paradigm illustrating the set of 
person/number prefixes {i-, ni-, a-, gi-} as they commonly occur on 
inalienably possessed nouns, using the stem /-ben/ 'hand' as the base 
form. 
 
g.  /i+ben/ 'my hand'                         /'our hand' 
    /ni+ben/ 'your hand             /gi+ben/ {-'your hand' 
    /a+ben/ 'his/her/its hand'                \'their hand' 
 
In the data presented below this process is illustrated using the 
benefactive, emphatic and possessive postpositions and the inalienably 
possessed nouns /-hol/ 'body' and /-mam/ 'father'.  (See section 4.3.1. 
for an explanation of the inserted /// in some of the following 
contracted forms.) 
 
For futher clarification, the paradigm of Bargam personal pronouns is 
given first, followed by the other relevant data. 
 
h.           /ya/ 'I'           /i/ 'we  
             /ni/ 'you(s)'      /ne/ 'you(p)  
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             /in/ 'he/she/it'   /in/ 'they' 
 
i.  benefactive postposition  /-men/ 'for' 
 
        /ya #   i+men/ -> [ya/men]   'for me' 
        /ni #  ni+men/ -> [ninmen]   'for you' 
        /in #   a+men/ -> [inmen]    'for him, her, it' 
        /ahol # a+men/ -> [aholmen]  'for himself' 
        /ne #  gi+men/ -> [ne gimen] 'for you' 
        /in #  gi+men/ -> [in gimen] 'for them' 
 
j.  emphatic postposition  /-mo/   
 
        /ya #   i+mo/ -> [ya/mo]  'ME' 
        /ni #  ni+mo/ -> [ninmo]  'YOU'  
        /in #   a+mo/ -> [inmo]   'HE,SHE,IT' 
        /ahol # a+mo/ -> [aholmo] 'naked' 
        /ne #  gi+mo/ -> [negmo]   'YOU' 
        /in #  gi+mo/ -> [in gimo] 'THEY' 
 
k.  possessive postposition  /-go/        
 
        /ya #   i+go/ -> [ya/go]   'my' 
        /ni #  ni+go/ -> [ningo]   'your'  
        /in #   a+go/ -> [ingo]    'his, her, its' 
        /amam # a+go/ -> [amamgo]  'his father's' 
        /ne #  gi+go/ -> [ne gigo] 'your'  
        /in #  gi+go/ -> [in gigo] 'their' 
 
As the data illustrates, contraction is virtually restricted to singular 
forms.  Again, the generalisation that this same process occurs across 
both morpheme and word boundaries is captured by the addition of a 
second environment to the existing rule. 
 
l.      V -> ∅ / V    C __ C + /-ib/ 
                 +str 
                  V   (C) # C __ CV 
                  +str 
 
The rule now accounts for all contraction in Bargam, the necessary 
condition being the presence of a preceding stressed vowel, and the 
primary restriction being that the deleted V must belong either to the 
possessive marker or the set of person/number prefixes. 
 
Below is an illustration of the application of these rules in deriving 
surface contracted forms from the underlying phonemic forms. 
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m.       ya#amo     ni#nigo     abe#asan      a'ditin+ib 
GSI2     ya /amo                abe /asan 
CON      ya /mo     ni ngo      abe /san      aditn ib 
N-AS3               ni Ngo 
         [ya/mo]    [niNgo]     [abe/san]     [aditnib] 
         'ME'       'your'      'rear-end'    'with bone' 
 
It becomes clear from the above that a certain ordering of the rules in 
necessary in order to arrive at well-formed surface representations.  
The contraction rule must occur before nasal assimilation may take 
place. 
 

4.2.2.  Consonant degemination 
 
When a consonantal suffix is added to a word stem ending in a consonant, 
thus creating a geminate consonant cluster, the cluster is always 
reduced to a single consonant. 
 
   gloss     isolation   -nan     -sa     -ta    -mo 
 
a. sit       os          osnan    osa     osta   osmo 
   close     ot          otnan    otsa    ota    otmo 
   sleep     us          usnan    usa     usta   usmo  
   make      em          emnan    emsa    emta   emo   
   do        ton         tonan    tonsa   tonta  tonmo  
   many      kabem                               kabemo  
   man       mat                          mata 
 
b. go        leh         lehnan   lehsa   lehta  lehmo  
   hit       wol         wolnan   wolsa   wolta  wolmo  
   climb     reg         regnan   regsa   regta  regmo  
   eat       ne/         ne/nan   ne/sa   neyta  ne/mo 
 
Key: 
 
nan = desiderative mood marker  
-sa = switch referent medial verb ending:  different subject durative  
-ta = modifier marker  
-mo = emphatic 
 
This process may be described by the following degemination rule. 
 
c.      C         -> ∅ / __ + C 
        _ features            _ features 
 
This rule reduces geminate consonant clusters, created by the addition 
of consonantal suffixes to stems ending in consonants. 
 

                                                 
2 See section 4.3.1 for a description of the glottal stop insertion rule. 
3 See section 1.3.2 for a description of the nasal assimilation rule. 
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4.2.3  Vowel deletion:  The locative suffix /-Vb/4 
 
When the locative marker /-Vb/ is suffixed to word stems which end in 
pure vowels, such as demonstrative pronouns, body parts and the question 
morpheme /edo-/, the V of the suffix is deleted. 
 
a.      /edo +    Vb/ -> [edob]    'where' 
        /imotgu + Vb/ -> [imotgub] 'on my nose'  
        /ka +     Vb/ -> [kab]     'here'  (/ka/ 'this') 
 
b.      /yuw +    Vb/ -> [yuwub]   'to the water'  
        /fa/ +    Vb/ -> [fa/ab]   'in the fire'  
        /yay +    Vb/ -> [yayib]   'in the pit'  
        /ziy +    Vb/ -> [ziyab]   'in the net bag' 
 
This process is expressed by the following rule. 
 
c.     -V -> ∅ / V + /__b/ 
 
This rule deletes the V of the locative marker /-Vb/ when it is suffixed 
to word stems ending in V.  
 

4.2.4.  W-deletion:  The directional morpheme /-wun/ 
 
The directional morpheme /-wun/, indicating an action done towards 
someone or something, occurs as /-un/ when suffixed to a verb stem 
ending in a consonant. 
 
a.      /li'lewun/   'shout at somebody' 
        /bibi'yewun/ 'struggle against somebody/something' 
 
b.      /nagun/      'look for something'  
        /rabun/      'fear somebody/something' 
 
This process is described by the following rule. 
 
c.      /w/ -> ∅ / C+__un+ 
 
The above rule deletes a /w/ from the directional morpheme /-wun/ when 
it is suffixed to a verb stem ending in a consonant. 
 

4.2.5.  /-deletion:  Verb stems ending in /// 
 
Verb stems ending in glottal stop (///) form a distinct class which 
undergo certain modifications in past tense, unlike verbs ending in any 
other consonant.  In the past tense these stems drop the glottal stop 
(except for the non-first person plural form) and are suffixed for 
person and number.  Below is an example of a common verb stem ending in 

                                                 
4 See note 1.  
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/l/ in the past and present tenses followed by stems ending in /i//, /e// 
and /a// for comparison. 
 
Verb stem ending in /l/:  /wel/ 'wear' 
 
a.              Present         Past 
 
1s              welay/          wel 
n1s             wela/           wal 
1p              welaw/          wel 
n1p             welay           weliy 
 
Verbs ending in ///:  ti/ 'descend', ne/ 'eat', wa/ 'get' 
 
b.              Present         Past 
 
1s              ti/ay/          tiy                
n1s             ti/a/           tim 
1p              ti/aw/          tiw  
n1p             ti/ay           ti/iy 
 
1s              ne/ay/          ney  
n1s             ne/a/           nam 
1p              ne/aw/          new  
n1p             ne/ay           ne/iy 
 
1s              wa/ay/          way  
n1s             wa/a/           wam 
1p              wa/aw/          waw  
n1p             wa/ay           wa/iy 
 
The above data illustrate two processes one of which is restricted to 
the past tense formation of verbs ending in ///, and one which is 
universal in application to past tense verb forms.  The first process 
involves the deletion of the /// before the addition of a consonantal 
person/number suffix.  The second process, while universally applicable 
to both classes of verb stems, is restricted in application to verbs 
containing a /e/ in the ultima and affects only the non-1st person 
singular form. 
 
Below are two rules which describe the processes involved in past tense 
formation of verbs ending in ///. 
 
Glottal stop deletion (GSD) 
 
c.      / -> ∅ / V__ + {-y, -w, -m}  
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Non-1st person vowel change (N-1V) 
 
d.      e -> a / __C  
 
The first of these rules deletes a stem final /// before the addition of 
a past tense person/number morpheme from the set {-y, -w, -m}.  The 
second rule changes an /e/ in the final syllable of the stem to an /a/ 
in the non-1st person singular form of a verb.  This is a rule which 
applies to all verb stems, regardless of whether they end in /// or any 
other consonant. 
 
Below is an application of these rules to several verb stems ending in 
///. 
 
e.              wo/+m           ne/+m           ulem 
GSD             wo +m           ne +m 
N-1V                            na +m           ulam 
                [wom]           [nam]           [ulam] 
                'he fell'       'he ate'        'he strung (a bow)' 
 

4.3. Insertion rules 

4.3.1.  Glottal stop insertion (GSI) 
 
Since all word-initial vowels are pre-glottalized, the term  'insertion' 
is a bit of a misnomer since glottal stops are  not strictly inserted 
but 'revealed' when a word or clitic, ending in a vowel, is juxtaposed 
with a word beginning with a vowel.  Although pre-glottalization is a 
purely phonetic phenomenon, in the process of contraction (see 4.2.1.) 
it marks the position of the ellided vowel, and in those cases functions 
phonemically.  Below representative data is presented illustrating the 
phenomenon. 
 
a.      /...ossa in bol./  '...while he was sitting, 
        [...osa /in bol.]      someone else came' 
            sit he  come 
 
b.  gloss    isolation   object mkr.  perfective  poss'd 
 
    do       em          gi/em        ti/am 
    be       iy                       ti/iy 
    liver    util                                 gi/util 
 
Note:  Person/number marker /gi-/ references plural objects  and plural 
possessors. 
 
This phenomena is expressed formally by the following rule. 
 
c.      ∅  ->  /  / V # __ # V 
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This rule indicates that a glottal stop is always present at the 
boundary between words (and clitics) the first of which ends in a vowel 
and the second of which begins with a vowel.   
 

4.3.2.  Vowel epenthesis 
 
See section 1.2.4. for a discussion of vowel epenthesis. 
 

4.4.  Irregular verbs noy, nol, nad 
 
There are some transitive verbs that exhibit slight morphophonemic stem 
changes when cross-referenced for third person singular objects.  They 
are /nol/ 'hit', /nad/ 'be angry at' and /noy/ 'cook, burn'.  The stem 
changes consist of a deletion of the stem-inital /n/ of /noy/ and the 
substitution of a /w/ for the stem-inital /n/ of /nad/ and /nol/.  Tense 
formation for these verbs is completely regular and the stem change 
remains consistent for all tenses.  (See section 4.2.1. for a 
description of the person/number prefix set.  In the verb morphology 3rd 
person object is marked by ∅, rather than /a/ as described for nouns and 
postpositions.)   
 
a.   noy-  'burn, cook' 
 
     i-noy-a/  'burn me'    gi-noy-a/  'burn us' 
     ni-noy-a/  'burn you'  gi-noy-a/  'burn you(p)' 
     oy-a/  'burn him'      gi-noy-a/  'burn them' 
 
b.   nol-  'hit' 
             
     i-nol-a/  'hit me'     gi-nol-a/  'hit us' 
     ni-nol-a/  'hit you'   gi-nol-a/  'hit you(p)' 
     wol-a/  'hit him'      gi-nol-a/  'hit them' 
 
Below is an example of a regular verb stem beginning with /n/, given for 
comparison. 
 
c.   net- 'wrap' 
 
     i-net-a/  'wrap me'    gi-net-a/  'wrap us'  
     ni-net-a/  'wrap you'  gi-net-a/  'wrap you'  
     net-a/  'wrap him'     gi-net-a/  'wrap them' 
 

4.5.  Verbs of motion in medial clauses 
 
When verbs of motion function as auxilaries clause medially, the stem-
final consonant is deleted.  Observe the following examples. 
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a.      Ya le tu/us-nan.  (isolate form /leh/) 
        I  go sleep-DES 
        I am going (with the intention of going) to sleep. 
 
b.      Ni  bo   gwatiq.  (isolate form /bol/)  
        you come enter  
        Come inside! 
 

4.6.  Reduplication 
 
Although Bargam exhibits a variety of reduplicated stems among several 
different classes of words, it is not an extremely productive process.  
The fundamental concept underlying this type of reduplication is 
'plurality'. 
 
There are basically two types of reduplication in Bargam. Reduplication 
with a vowel change normally indicates a lack of uniformity in what is 
being talked about. 
 
a.  /kwasin/ 'plant sp.'   /kwasinkwasan/  'various edible greens' 
    /gimo/ 'plural emp.'   /gimigimo/  'here and there' 
 
A second type of reduplication consists of a repetition of the 
penultimate syllable (/+ the following consonant) of multi-syllabic 
stems.  This is most characteristic of verb and modifier stems.  The 
basic underlying concept in this type of reduplication is again, 
plurality of objects (either modified or acted upon. 
 
b.  /dimun/ 'good'  /dimdimun/ '(many) good (things)'  
    /me/in/ 'bad'   /me/me/in/ '(many) bad (things)   
    /bayzilay/      /bayzizilay/ 'split (many things) by stepping on  

them' 
    /tabiyay/       /tabibiyay/ '(many things) break' 
   

4.7.  Metathesis 
 
There are two modifier stems which, when they occur as verb stems 
undergo a metathesis of the final two segments of the stem. 
 
        /me/in/ 'bad'   /me/niy-/ 'be bad, ruined' 
        /dimun/ 'good'  /dimniy-/ 'be good, well, fixed' 
 

5. Lexicon 
 
All words except for a few kinship terms, and the closed classes of body 
parts, personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, 
proclitics and suffixes, always end in consonants.  Words ending in a 
homorganic off-glide are considered ending with a closed syllable. 
Syllable-initial consonant clusters appear in the lexicon without 
epenthetic vowel insertion. 
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The examples below illustrate the normative form of words in the 
lexicon. 
 
[liloU]        /lilow/     'rain run-off'  
[karuU]        /karuw/     'meat'  
[ileI]         /iley/      'tree sp.'  
[itiI]         /itiy/      'hand-drum'  
[aU]           /aw/        'woman'  
[baI]          /bay/       'temporary bush shelter'  
[ma/]          /ma//       'taro'  
[uli/]         /uli//      'village'  
[batete/]      /batete//   'sweet potato'  
[titu/]        /titu//     'post'  
[a+babuU+an]   /aba'buwan/ 'his+heart+POSS.MKR'  
[siso/]        /siso/-/    'to plane'  
[leh]          /leh/       'go!'  
[amulik+mo]    /amulikmo/  'one+QUANT'  
[sisaq+ta]     /sisaqta/   'long+MOD'  
[oy+sa]        /oysa/      'while cooking+DIFF.REF'  
[gi+/Ensan]    /gi'/ensan/ 'their+hair'  
[gaUn]         /gawn/      'dog'  
[kaIth]        /kayt/       'sky'  
[balaU]        /blaw/      'decoration'  
[kuror]        /kror/      'food repository'  
[biliI]        /bliy/      'turn'  
[a+te]         /ate/       'his+tooth'  
[ni]           /ni/        'you (s)'  
[ko]           /ko/        'that'  
[a+bu]         /a'bu/      'his+base of skull'  
[kumukumuU]    /kumukumuw/ 'small boring insects' 
 

6.  Discussion 
 
A discussion of alternative interpretations of vowel sequences and 
labialized consonants, and a brief description of Bargam 'baby talk' 
follows. 
 

6.1.  Vowel sequences vVv, vV, Vv 

 
Representative data: 
 
[UaI] 'I got'                   [gUaI] 'bear young'  
[IaI] 'pit'                     [bUol] 'snake sp.'  
[IaU] 'sago'                    [a.'kUi.Ia.kan] 'hole'  
[UaU] 'we got'                  [ta.tUit] 'fan' 
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[ta.bi.IaI] 'broke'             [a.'kUi.zin] 'large intestine'  
[bi.IaU] 'sago thatch'          [mi.li.IaU] 'wilted' 
[a.ba.'bu.Uan] 'heart'  
[Ia] 'I'                        [a.bi.'Io.ran] 'fine thorns'  
[aI] 'tree'                     [a./ir.'/a.rin] 'charred skin'  
[Uol] 'hit'                     [a.'li.lo.Uan] 'feather'  
[naI] 'weaved'                  [a.'di.no.Uan] 'aged'  
[naU] 'gift'                    [bi.bi.'Ie.Uun] 'strain' [geU] 'grove' 
[muI] 'canoe'  
[ta.tuI] 'prawn spear'   
[leI] 'I planted'  
[tiI] 'I descended'  
[oI] 'cooked'  
[tiU] 'we descended'  
[UoU] 'we fell'  
[ka.ruU] 'meat'  
['a.Iin] 'jealousy'  
[Ies] 'fish sp.'  
[a.Ion] 'for him'  
[IuU] 'water'  
[Uit] 'spirit'  
[aUeI] 'his wife'  
[li.leI] 'shout' 
 

6.1.1.  Option 1:  vowel + semi-vowel 
 
This option creates a new syllable type, CVCC, containing syllable final 
clusters of semi-vowel + consonant.  No new phonemes are created by this 
interpretation.  However, there are no non-suspect syllable final 
consonant clusters in the language. 
 

6.1.2.  Option 2:  complex unit phonemes 
 
This option necessitates the addition of numerous new phonemes.  It 
avoids the need to create new syllable types, but it does not solve the 
problem of three-vowel sequences unless one considers them also to be a 
single complex unit. 
 

6.1.3.  Option 3:  Complex nucleus VV, (VVV). 
 
This option creates several new syllable types (VV, CVV, CVVC, VVV).  No 
new phonemes are needed by this interpretation and no new consonant 
clusters are generated. However, the only clearly unambiguous vowel 
sequences always have a timing of one mora per vowel. 
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Conclusion: Option 1 generates new consonant clusters and one new 
syllable type.  Option 2 has a potential of producing up to twenty-four 
new complex unit phonemes. Option 3 generates vowel sequences not 
observed to occur naturally elsewhere in the language and requires the 
addition of several new syllable types. 
Given the strong evidence for the phonemic status of /w/ and /y/, option 
one seems the only possibility, despite the creation of a new syllable 
type. 
 

6.2.  Labialized consonants CU 
 
(See Representative data above for relevant data.) 
 

6.2.1.  Option 1: C + /u/ 
 
This option interprets [U] to be an allophone of the vowel /u/.  This 
gives the pattern CV and thus could create a new syllable pattern CVVV 
if vowels sequences are interpreted to be complex nuclei of two or three 
vowels ([g,waI] -> /guai/ 'bear young'). This interpretation would be 
incompatible with a view of vowel clusters which interpreted these 
sequences to be a  semi-vowel + vowel (cf. 6.1.1).  This view eliminates 
the need for adding several new phonemes to the phonemic inventory of 
the language. 
 

6.2.2.  Option 2:  C + /w/ 
 
This option views [U] as the phoneme /w/ and gives the pattern CC.  This 
option eliminates the need for additional phonemes.  Further support for 
this interpretation comes from the existence of other syllable-initial 
consonant clusters in the language. 
 

6.2.3.  Option 3:  complex unit Cw i.e., C 
 
This option interprets labialized consonants to be complex units. This 
interpretation requires the addition of several new phonemes to the 
phonemic inventory.  It avoids the creation of new syllable types.  This 
interpretation is made less likely by the relatively few occurences of 
labialized labial and alveolar stops (one each of b,w and t,w, and no 
examples of p,w and d,w). 
 
Option 2 is clearly the preferred interpretation.  The evidence for the 
phonemic status of /w/ plus the existence of other syllable-initial 
consonant clusters in the language argue strongly for this option.  
Furthermore,  this interpretation is consistent with the interpretation 
of vowel sequences as semi-vowel plus vowel or vice versa. 
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6.3.  Baby talk 
 
A form of baby talk is used when speaking to small children. An /l/ is 
substituted for an /r/ (usually word medially) and a /t/ is sometimes 
substituted for an /s/.  This pronounciation is not acceptable for 
general usage (i.e., one adult to another), although it has been 
observed in the normal speech of some younger children.  Unlike some 
languages where a separate child language is employed when talking to 
children, Bargam 'baby talk' involves only the few phonological 
substitutions mentioned here. 
 
/maro// -> /malo//    'banana'  
/kurek/ -> /kulek/    'chicken'  
/guren/ -> /gulen/    'coconut'  
/rega// -> /lega//    'he.is.climbing  
/se/    -> /te/       'exclamation'  
/sus/   -> /tut/      'breast' 
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